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Mini Ice Cream Craft - $8 
(5 sets available) 

Create your own ice-cream! 

Set your own ice cream store with 3 wooden ice cream 
cones, variety sizes and colours of “ice-cream”  
pom-poms. Packaged in a muslin drawstring bag. 

Weather Gnomes - $20 
(3 sets available) 

What’s the weather?  
Play with 2 1/4” weather gnomes (rain, sun, cloud, wind, 
thunder). Set of 5, packaged in a muslin drawstring bag. 

Lunar New Year Felt Play - $8  
(5 sets available) 

Celebrate the Lunar New Year with our 6 Little 
Firecrackers felt story.  Pretend play and make your own 
stories and songs. Includes 6  fun expressive firecrackers 
with a laminated song/activity card 

Sometimes when we’re exploring new resources for the library, we end up making items that are 
perfect to keep. Instead of borrowing these resources, you can take these home for yourself. 
Limited copies are available at the moment, but you can also place an order for 2021 creation.  
Now available for purchase through the REYL..  
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6 Wooden Rings (2.5”) - $10 

(2 rainbow sets currently available for pickup) 

2.5” Wooden Plates - $10 

(2 rainbow sets currently available for pickup) 

2” Wooden Miniatures - $10 

(2 rainbow sets currently available for pickup) 

3” Wooden Cones  - $15 

(2 rainbow sets currently available for pickup) 

—  Waldorf & Montessori Inspired Loose Parts — 

Bring these wooden Waldorf and Montessori-inspired resources into your own home or 
learning environment. Practice counting, sorting, learning colours, stacking, and more… the 
possibilities are endless! Available in a natural wood finish or in a non-toxic colourful stain.  
Current supplies are  limited but we encourage you to place a pre-order with us.  

Loose Parts are available in both natural wooden or coloured-stain finish.  

Order all four and save:! $40 for your choice of natural or stained resources. 
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Blair Ramsey 

Casey & Jojo Aspen Cypress 

Brighton 

Adopt Ramsey, Brighton, or Blair - $8 

Adopt Cypress, Casey & Jojo (pair), or Aspen - $12 

- Adopt our One-of-a-Kind Woodland Friends - 

Meet the REYL Woodland Friends!  These hand-made miniatures are one-of-a-kind, with 
unique personalities and endless imaginative play possibilities. Each wooden figurine is 
dressed in a wool-felt outfit, and offered as limited editions. Current quantities are limited 
but we welcome you to place an order for the new year. 
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What’s better than just playing with toys? Making your own! Endless imaginative play possibili-
ties. With this DIY kit your children can make their own learning block. Current quantities are 
limited but we welcome you to place an order for the new year. 

Set A  -  3 squares, 6 rectangles 
  5 sets available 

Set B -  5 squares 4 rectangles 
  3 sets available) 

3 4 5 6 

Kit includes 9 wooden blocks, 2 temporary tattoo sheets, CCRR glue podge, and instructions. 
Packaged in a muslin drawstring bag - $15  

A B 

Step 1:  Pick Your Blocks 

1 -  Dinosaurs (A or B) 

2 -  Pirates (A or B) 

3 -  Sharks & Whales 

4 -  Space 

5 -  Animals 

6 -  Mermaids 

Step 2:  Pick Your Stickers 
1A 1B 

2A 2B 

Step 3:  Create your own picture block play set! 

- ‘I Can Do It’ Kit: My Picture Blocks - 


